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......It is not a question, is Russia to rule over an area, or is some

other nation to rule. It is not a question of that. It is a matter that

here is a group of people which under the leadership of Lenin, set out

with a deliberate purpose, and that purpose is to conquer the world for

tieir ideal. And tter their ideal constitute a religion, which, as Dr. Machen

said, is xnt another religion rather than the Christian religion, a not only

that, but t±±x belongs to an entirely different series. And it has a dtfkurm

difference from. what the World Council says, that the World Council claims to

be Christian, and they claim to be atheists. They are

wry clever.

The principal feature of Communistic ideology is hatred. Whoever

has a little more than you do, hate him and get rid of him. Get rid of all

except the proletariat. That is, those who have not yet had anything. Kill

everybody outside, eventually, perhaps not right away. And then you will

have a paradise. Well, Nkx how will you have a paradise. We have seen

that is not a method of getting a parqjdise. But what it means is you will

be subject to control, not merely of a few things of life but every little

detail of your life. R Christians in China have been told, we don't interfere

with your liberty, carry on your religion, just so you don't do anything aginat

our political situation. All right, you keep on having meetings. Pretty
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soon they say, we want the Christians here to go out and demonatate against

imperialism. All right, they went out and demonstrated against imperialism.

Fine. A week later, we want you to demonstrate against Americans. And

then they want t9 hold a meeting in your place and they put a big picture
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of that atheist in"front, and you are not allowed to touch it or

tear it down. And then *x pretty soon they hear that somebody in the

church has made a slight criticism of somebody there, and they bring all

t'ne people of the church into sessions where they are compelled to explain

why the Co%mmunistic system is just right and put under weeks of indoctrinatiaa

and instruction, brain washing, it is an attempt to force the tx mind to

move in the direction ±x which they wish it to.
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